


Videodelta is a point of reference in the audiovisual market and post-production 
in Italy. High technical standards allow us to offer a wide range of services.

Funded in 1986 in Turin, for over thirty years Videodelta has stood out in 
the television landscape for the italian edition of iconic products, specifically 
telenovelas, soap-operas, documentaries, animated cartoons, tv-movies and 
tv-series. The company personnel increased, adding up to thirty employees: 
translators, sound and mix engineers, foley artists and video editors.



In 2020 the company was acquired by Blue Swan Entertainment, solid reality in 
film distribution. Significant resources have been invested in an ambitious growth 
project on technological innovation and the search of new markets.

Videodelta can thus   today enjoy both the experience of skilled workers and of 
the most sophisticated technological systema, making it in fact one of the leading 
Italian companies capable of meeting the challenge launched by the new media 
and their evolution.



With Blue Swan partecipation, Videodelta has further expanded its portfolio and 
implemented specific investments to upgrade the technological standards of the 
Studios.

Among the most relevants, the realization of the first Atmos HE 7.1.4 mixing 
room in Northern Italy, which allows to reach the highest post-production 
standards for theaters, TV and Home Video content.



Traslation and adaptation

Backup and data storage

Transcoding

Dubbing direction

Automated dialogue 
replacement

Videoediting

Dubbing and casting

SFX and foley

Authoring DVD
andblu-ray

Multilingual localization Mix stereo, Multichannel 
5.1 Theatrical 7.1

and Atmos HE 7.1.4

Beta cam SP,SX,IMX Digital 
Betacam,

XDCAM conversion

Subtitles QC audio and video Audiodescriptions

SERVICES



Studios
SECURITY AND DATA PROTECTION

Videodelta Studios are compliant with TPN (Trusted 
Partner Network) program, the global standard for 
entertainment content protection.

Control systems, individual badge accesses and 
advanced video surveillance ensure the safety of the 
Studios, while advanced software technologies grant 
a safe management of contents.

/7 dubbing rooms

/1 mixing room Dolby 5.1 - 7.1
and Atmos HE 7.1.4

/3 stereo and 5.1 multichannel mixing room

/Foley room

/Video and audio post-production facility

/Cybersecurity infrastructure



Furthermore, the opening of a studio in Rome, pole of attraction in the national 
dubbing landscape has also boosted the business from an artistic standpoint, thus 
offering new publishing opportunities to its clients.

And the implementation of the TPN program (Trusted Partner Network), which 
brings Videodelta Studios up to global standards, ensuring safety and efficiency 
for an expanding network of clients, from broadcasters to digital platforms.





We can’t wait to meet you at 
our Turin offices to develop 

new synergies together!



Via Vandalino 49

10142 Torino, TO

(+39) 011 773 05 47

info@videodeltastudios.com


